Abstract. Recently several different approaches have been developed for the simulation of three-dimensional incompressible fluid flows using vortex methods. Some versions use detailed tracking of vortex filament structures and often local curvatures of these filaments, while other methods require only crude information, such as the vortex blobs of the two-dimensional case. Can such "crude" algorithms accurately account for vortex stretching and converge? We answer this question affirmatively by constructing a new class of "crude" three-dimensional vortex methods and then proving that these methods are stable and convergent, and can even have arbitrarily high order accuracy without being more expensive than other "crude" versions of the vortex algorithm.
1. Introduction. Vortex methods have provided an attractive and successful approach for the numerical simulation of incompressible fluid flow at high Reynolds number in two dimensions. They have several distinctive features: (1) the interactions of the computational vortices mimic the physical mechanisms in actual fluid flow; (2) vortex methods are automatically adaptive, since the vortex "blobs" concentrate in the regions of physical interest; and (3) there are no inherent errors which behave like the numerical viscosity of conventional Eulerian difference methods. Such diffusive errors can swamp the effects of physical viscosity in high Reynolds number flow similation.
The earliest attempts to represent flows by a vortex method used point vortices, and thus permitted arbitrarily large local velocities (Rosenhead [20] ). Chorin [3] and Kuwahara and Takami [24] introduced the idea of using a finite vortex core, rather than a point vortex, to stabilize the method. Subsequently there have been a large number of successful two-dimensional flow simulations using an approximation of this type. (See the excellent recent survey by Leonard [16] .) The actual fluid can undergo substantial distortion, while the computational vortex blobs do not distort at all. Thus the theoretical analysis by Hald [10] for 2-D inviscid flows is especially important, since he proves that a particular class of 2-D vortex methods converge with second order accuracy for arbitrarily large time intervals.
There is now considerable interest in finding an appropriate formulation of the vortex method for three-dimensional fluid flows which retains the computational features (l)-(3) described above. This problem is the main subject of this paper. The design of vortex algorithms for three-dimensional flow is inherently more difficult than the two-dimensional case. In 2-D the vorticity is conserved along particle paths, whereas in 3-D the dynamics of vortex stretching is a prominent and complex phenomenon which must be reproduced by the method.
Several different versions of such three-dimensional vortex methods have been proposed and used in 3-D flow simulations by Leonard [16] , [17] . [18] , Del Prête [8] , and Chorin [4] , [5] . The methods of Leonard and Del Prête require a large amount of detailed information since entire vortex filament structures must be located and tracked, and often [8] , [17] local curvatures of the vortex filaments are also computed. On the other hand, the three-dimensional vortex blob method recently introduced by Chorin [4] , [5] is more flexible and requires less information. Rather than tracking entire vortex filament structures, it instead couples a vortex blob method with a local segment approximation which incorporates, in an Eulerian fashion, the local vortex stretching. Can such a "crude" three-dimensional vortex algorithm accurately represent fluid flows?
In the work presented here, we answer this question affirmatively. We formulate below a new class of three-dimensional vortex methods and then prove that these 3-D vortex methods are stable and convergent with arbitrarily high order accuracy. In these new algorithms, we update the velocity crudely in a fashion completely analogous to the 3-D vortex blob method of Chorin; however, unlike the algorithm in [4] , we incorporate the vortex stretching through a Lagrangian update. This modification retains the desirable computational features in (l)-(3) above while again requiring only crude information-no vortex filaments need to be tracked as a whole, and no local curvature information is explicitly used. It is somewhat surprising that the methods introduced here are "crude", requiring roughly the same amount of computational labor as Chorin's algorithms, and yet are stable and highly accurate. Such methods can even have "infinite order" accuracy, i.e., a rate of convergence of order hr, r arbitrary, depending only on the smoothness of the underlying flow. In fact our techniques also yield stable, convergent vortex methods of arbitrary accuracy in 2-D and answer a variety of questions raised by Hald [10] and Leonard [16] . We postpone a detailed discussion of the 2-D algorithms until Part II of this work [1] .
The Physical Equations and the 3-D Vortex Algorithm. We now describe the vorticity-stream formulation of the ideal incompressible fluid equations and introduce the class of three-dimensional vortex methods which we analyze here. Let z = (z,, z2, z3) denote the position, w(z, t) = («,, u2, u3) the fluid velocity, and u(z, t) = («,, «2, «3) = curl u the vorticity. The trajectory z(i; a) of a fluid particle starting at time 0 at the position o = (a,, a2, a3) is determined by the equation (1.1) ft = u{z,t), z(0;«) = «.
We denote the solution of the ordinary differential equation (1.1) by z(r; a) = $'(a). Thus $' is the transformation which describes the evolution of the fluid from time 0 to time t. We will write vjb'ia.) for the 3 X 3 Jacobian matrix 80,'(a)/3a , 1 < z, /' < 3. The velocity w(z, /) is determined by the vorticity w(z, t), since div u = 0 and curl u = co. The expression for the velocity is the Biot-Savart law (e.g., [16, p. 307 
where K is the matrix-valued kernel
The stretching of vorticity can be described by the familiar relation co, + u ■ Vw = co • V«, but it is more convenient here to use a Lagrangian formula due to Cauchy:
Thus the vorticity at the current location of a particle is the initial vorticity at the particle's original location, transformed by the Jacobian matrix of the flow. Derivations of (1.4) may be found, e.g., in [7, p. 32 and the discrete grid Ah = hA for h > 0. We use the notation z,(/) = $'(;7i), u¡(í) = «(z,-(í), 0> w,(0 = w(z,(0> 0 to denote the position, velocity, and vorticity at time t of a particle in the ideal flow beginning at a grid point ih E A\ We assume the initial vorticity has support inside some bounded set, say <&Q={z:\zj\<R0,j= 1,2,3}.
We denote by Ah0 the intersection of A* and <3l0. As in [4] , and in complete analogy to the two-dimensional vortex method, we replace K in (1.2) by a smoothed kernel Ks, where
and v//Ä(z') = 8~3\j/iz'/8). Here ip is a scalar cutoff function satisfying / \p dz' -1 and other stability and accuracy conditions which we state precisely in Section 2.
The choice of 8 is discussed below. We will also approximate the gradient (3/9a,, 3/3a2, 3/3a3) in (1.4) by some standard consistent finite difference operator V* on the lattice Ah.
We can now describe the strategy of the 3-D vortex algorithm. Given h > 0, we compute z,(i) and co,(r), for ih G AA0, as solutions of the coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations (1.7) 5 = «?('), *,(0) = i»,
The discrete velocity üh{t) is computed from z-and to, using the discrete Biot-Savart Law (1.9) fif(0= 2 *,(*,(») -zj(t))üj(t)h\ y/ieA*0
Obviously (1.7)-(1.9) are approximations to the equations (1.1), (1.2), (1.5) of the ideal fluid flow. Thus (1.7) computes approximate paths for a discrete set of particles, and (1.8) gives the vorticity of the particles. In (1.8), \7"«f(0 needs to be computed only at points ih in the support of co0. Therefore the set of points where (1.7) and (1.8) are integrated, and (1.9) is evaluated, need only by slightly larger than the set of points Ah0 n supp co0. We have used the full set A*0 only for notational convenience.
The continuous velocity field defined by this vortex method is the natural interpolation of (1.9) given by (1.10) üh{z,t)= 2 K8{z -Zj(t))üj{t)h\
The most important property of this method is that üh accurately approximates the exact velocity field (see Theorem A below). We will denote by uh and uh the quantities defined as in (1.10) and (1.9) from the discrete Biot-Savart Law, but evaluated with the particle positions and vorticities of the actual flow:
(1-11) u"{z,t)= I Ks{z-Zj{tj)*j(t)h\ /AeA*o (1.12) «*(/) = 2 K8{Zi{t) -Zj(t))<*j{t)h\ Statement of Convergence Results in a Special Case. The stability and accuracy of the three-dimensional vortex method defined in (1.7)-(1.9) above is controlled by the properties of the cutoff \p, the difference operator v*, and the choice 8 = Oihq), 0 < q < 1. We illustrate the theory developed in Sections 2-5 by stating the results with specific choices which allow arbitrarily high order accuracy. The theorem stated below is a special case of Theorem 1 in Section 2.
For any positive integer p, we choose for ^ the function 4/l2p\ which is the inverse Fourier transform of the generalized Gaussian, exp(-| £ \2p); i.e., (1.13) ^2»\z) = c( e2'"-«*-!«!2'ŵ ith c chosen so that \¡/(2p) has integral 1. In practice ip(2p\z) can be computed to arbitrary accuracy by one-dimensional quadrature; for a radially symmetric function giz) [21, p. We choose for V* the standard 2/7-order accurate antisymmetric centered difference operator V^2p, where v^2p = iD¡¡;2p, D^2p, D^2p) and (1.14) />*/*"= íy,D2(vh) x=l and v _ -2{-iY{p\)2
(see [14] ). Here D°(/) is the usual centered difference quotient scaled to a grid of length / in they th coordinate direction. We write | • |0 for the continuous L2 (or H°) norm of a function and | • |0 s for the norm restricted to a set S. We also use the notation | w, \0Ji for the discrete H° norm on AA0 (or A*) defined by The following theorem asserts that the vortex method introduced above is convergent with accuracy of order 2p, provided \¡/ = »/Z2^ and V* = Va'2p-Theorem A. Assume that the velocity field w(z, /) is smooth ihas sufficiently many derivatives in L2) for 0 < t < T and that the initial vorticity has bounded support. Let p^lbe a positive integer, and let e > 0 be arbitrarily small but fixed. Suppose that we compute z, and «,, ih G AA0, according to the algorithm (1.7)-(1.9), with 8 = h^e, \p the cutoff \p(2p) o/(1.13), and v* the difference operator v«'2p of (1.14). Then for h < h0we have for this algorithm i 1 ) Convergence of the particle paths max |f,(/)-z,(i)U<C^(l-», 
2-)
As mathematical background, we remind the reader of the existence theory for solutions of the equations of ideal fluid flow in R3, as described in the work of Kato [13] and Temam [22] . In [13] the existence of a classical solution of the Euler equations is shown for a time interval depending on the initial data. The main result of [22] shows that, if the initial data has a large number of derivatives in L2, the solution has the same number of derivatives on the time interval determined in [13] ; the time interval is independent of the number of derivatives. It follows from these results that, if T in Theorem A is determined as in [13] , the dependence of the constants on the solution reduces to dependence only on the initial data.
The Technical Features of the Proof. We discuss briefly the proof of the convergence statements in Theorem A above and the more general Theorem 1 of Section 2. In outline, the proof is patterned after the work of Hald [10] for two-dimensional flows-we show that consistency and stability imply convergence. However, quite different ideas from those in [10] are needed for both the stability and the consistency, partly because we have to assess the error in the vorticity as well as the positions of the particles, but also because sharper accuracy is required beyond that in [10] for a convergence proof in 3-D.
Since the discrete velocity is measured in H° and the vorticity is a first derivative of the velocity, it is natural to measure the vorticity in a discrete negatively normed Sobolev space, Hj¡x. To define H¡¡x, we recall that Hhx is the set of lattice functions {/,}, ih G A\ with the norm .7) and (1.8) involves a coupling of the particle paths and vortex stretching, we need to assess both effects simultaneously. In fact, under the hypothesis of Theorem A or Theorem 1, we prove the basic estimate
It is an essential aspect of the nonlinear stability proof that the errors are related more directly to integral operators than in the stability argument of [10] . As a consequence, we use only discrete Ü estimates for the kernels. The reader can check that the proof in [10] , which uses both Ü and L2 estimates for the kernels, could not be extended directly to the 3-D case because of the increased singularity of the kernel. Another novel feature is that we use discrete integral operators analogous to (1.9) as mappings from H¿ ' to Hh° to measure the errors in velocity arising from errors in the vorticity.
In Section 2 we state the general convergence theorems and prove them, assuming the main stability and consistency estimates. The remainder of this paper is devoted to the proof of stability. After several technical lemmas are stated and discussed in Section 3, the main stability argument is given in full detail in Section 4. The lemmas of Section 3 are proved in Section 5. We postpone until Part II the detailed proof of the consistency lemma, used in the convergence argument of Section 2. The consistency uses ideas completely different from those developed here and in [10] , and also has other applications which we treat in Part II. However, we state the consistency lemma in detail in Section 2, so that this paper can be read independently from Part II.
"Infinite Order " Accurate Vortex Methods. Finally, to illustrate the flexibility of the 3-D vortex algorithms defined in (1.7)-(1.9), we end this introduction by describing a class of "infinite order" vortex methods, i.e., algorithms having computed solutions which converge to the exact solution at a rate 0(/ir) for any r > 0, provided the underlying fluid flow is C00. Certain spectral approximations for periodic flow are the only other nonlinear algorithms for fluid flow which are known to have this rapid rate of convergence [11], [15] .
We define a cutoff \¡/x as the inverse Fourier transform of a smooth, rapidly decreasing function i//°°(| £ |) which is identically one for | £ | less than some fixed radius. (It is easy to build such functions explicitly; e.g., see [19, pp. 1074-1075] for a discussion and graph of a typical xp00.) Let p(z) be a fixed smooth function so that suppp Ç <3t0 and p = 1 on the support of the initial vorticity co0. Also let Va'00 denote the spectral approximation to v", which can be implemented by the fast Fourier transform (see [15] ), where any grid function with support inside Ah0 can be identified with a discrete periodic function. Replace the vorticity correction (1.8) with
Then in analogy with Theorem A above, we have the following.
Theorem B. Assume that the underlying fluid flow is C00 until time T. Compute z, and cö, by using the cutoff ip00 in (1.6) and the equation (1.18) in place o/(1.8). Choose M. Pearlman of University of California, Berkeley is currently testing the vortex algorithms we have described, and the results of these numerical experiments will be reported elsewhere at a later date. A further discussion of the practical utility of these methods is given in [2] .
2. The Main Theorems. Before stating our main theorems, we give the precise hypotheses on the cutoff \p and the difference operator v" used in the Lagrangian vorticity update (1.8), which are needed for our main theoretical results. We remind the reader that the specific choices discussed in the introduction provide examples of the general theory developed below.
To describe the precise conditions on the cutoff \p, we introduce the Fourier transform,
and recall that a function <#>( z ) is rapidly decreasing for | z | > 1 if <¡> is C°° for | z | > 1, and for any integer m > 0 and multi-index /?, (2-2) sup \z\m\D^(z)\<Cm| z|»l for some constant Cm ß. We also make the following definition: Definition. We say the cutoff \p belongs to the class FeS~M,p provided the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) \piz) belongs to C2(R3), and i//(z) is rapidly decreasing for | z \> 1.
(2)j\piz)dz= 1, jzy\piz)dz = 0, where y is any multi-index with 1 <| y \< p -1. (3) M is some positive number, and the Fourier transform t£(£) satisfies, for any multi-index ß and some constant Cß,
The need for these conditions will be apparent in the consistency argument; see the introduction to Part II. The notation FeS stands for the Fourier transform of a symbol class. We say that \p belongs to FeS~x,p provided \p is rapidly decreasing, so that(3) is true for arbitrary M > 0, and the condition in (2) is satisfied for a given/?. In this case, condition (1) is automatically satisfied. We say that \p belongs to Regarding the difference operator v*, we impose a mild stability condition which is always satisfied for any standard finite difference approximation to va such as the ones defined in (1.14), and also for the spectral derivative approximation in (1.18).
Stability for V*. The operators Va are uniformly bounded as mappings from H°t o H¿x. I.e., there exists a fixed constant C so that, for h < h0, (2) (3) |Va\|_,,A<C|t>,|o.A.
Given a multi-index /, we let Tl denote grid translation in the direction /, i.e., T'wj = Wj_,. We have the following fact: 
The spectral derivative approximation V*'00 satisfies the stability condition when acting on periodic functions.
We postpone the simple proof of this proposition until the end of this section. Our second requirement on v" is accuracy.
Definition. We say that Va is rth order accurate provided that, for any sufficiently smooth function w with compact support, |V>7-Vaw{Jh)\o.h<Chr, where C depends upon sufficiently many derivatives of w. The antisymmetric difference operators defined in (1.14) are 2/?-order accurate for each positive integer/?. Also the spectral derivative approximation V*'00 is "infinite order" accurate, i.e., for any integer r and smooth periodic function w, (2) (3) (4) IV^w,-vMß)\o,h<Crhr.
This fact is well known and is proved in complete detail in Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.1 of [15] .
Finally, we state our two general theorems. (ii) The difference operator Va is rth order accurate and stable in the sense of (2.3), with r > 3. Here Ro>0 is arbitrary and BiR0) = {|z|<Ä0}. The constant C depends on T, M, p, e0, r, R0, the diameter of supp co0, and bounds for a finite number of derivatives of the velocity field.
Theorem 2 (Convergence of infinite order methods). Assume further that \p G FeSxx and V*'00 is the spectral approximation introduced in (1.18). Choose 8 = hq, q < 1. Then the quantities computed by the vortex algorithm satisfy the error estimates of Theorem 1 with the right-hand side replaced by Crhr for any r > 0.
Obviously one should choose r and p so that the respective errors balance, and we have done this for the algorithms defined in the Introduction. We have included the case M < oo since it explains the necessity of choosing 8 = hq, q < I, when the vortex core is not very smooth. We shall have more to say about this in Part II, and our results in 2-D will be considerably sharper. The statement of Theorem 1 can be improved in one respect. It is possible to carry through the arguments here with L2 norms replaced by Z/ norms, ft arbitrarily large, with only slight changes. By doing so we can allow any choice of p, q, r so that pq > 1, r > 1,0 < q < 1, provided M is large enough. Thus we could choose for \p a function in FeS~x-2, such as a Gaussian distribution, and obtain convergence to essentially second order. Details will be given in the 2-D case in Part II.
The proofs of thse theorems are based primarily on consistency and stability estimates for the velocity approximation, which we now state. The Stability Lemma is proved in Section 4, and the Consistency Lemma is treated in detail in Part II.
Main Stability Lemma. Assume the hypothesis of either Theorem 1 or Theorem 2.
Provided that (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) max | z~, -z, |0 h < h\ Here uhiz, t) is defined as in (1.11).
(2) Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2, the right-hand side of (2.11) can be replaced by Crhr for any r > 0.
The dependence of the constants in both statements is as described in Theorem 1 ; in (2.9) and (2.10), C is independent of Tm. Assuming these two lemmas, it is a simple matter to complete the proof. We discuss only the case M = oo, p < oo, since the same argument with only minor changes applies to the other cases. All norms in H° are restricted to the set AA0, where the computed quantities are defined. Nevertheless, it is important that | «, -co, |_, A is thought of as the norm of a function on all of Ah of bounded support.
To derive (2.5) we introduce e -z -z -. w = co -CO-.
In analogy with [10] , we will obtain a differential inequality for | e¡ \Qh + \wj\_] h. as long as (2.8) holds. Here C, depends on C0 and T, but not T^. We can now remove the restriction (2.8). Since pq, r > 3, C,(fi' + hr)<^h\ h^h0, for some h0. Thus, assuming h < h0, the left-hand side of (2.15) is bounded by \h3 until the first time it reaches h3. But then it can never reach h3, so that (2.8) holds with r# = T. Therefore (2.15) is true for 0 < t < T. Using the continuous stability estimate (2.10) for the first term and the consistency for the second, we obtain (2.7). Finally, to complete this section, we give the Proof of Proposition 2. This is the required estimate, and (2) in Proposition 2.1 now follows easily.
3. Continuous and Discrete Integral Operators. The proof of stability will require estimates of integral operators on L2-spaces whose kernels are closely related to Ks of (1.6) and its derivatives. Both discrete and continuous norms occur, since we approximate continuous quantities by representative values. Two versions of the simplest such estimate are given in the following Lemma 3.1. (a) Suppose 9C(z, z') is a 3 X 3 matrix depending continuously on (z, z') G 5, X S2, where S} and S2 are bounded subsets of R3. We define the operator %:H°iS2;R3)->H°iSx;R3)by (3.1) {%f){z) = ¡%{z,z')f(z')dz', zESx.
Then we have l^/|ff°(S,) ** H^ll |/|ff°(S2)'
where \\%\\ is the smallest number satisfying The familiar proof of this fact is reproduced in Section 5. A more general version may be found, e.g., in [9] . We use this lemma in conjunction with the following discrete-L1 estimate for DßKs, ß being a multi-index. In practice we take R large enough to contain the support of co. This statement is the analogue in three dimensions of Lemma 5 of [10] . It and subsequent lemmas are proved in Section 5. Note that the order of 8 in the estimate (3.5) is the same as in two dimensions; the reason is that the increase in the order of singularity of % is balanced by an additional radial factor in the volume element.
In applying Lemma 3.2 we use a partition of the fluid domain carried forward in time from the grid imposed initially. Withy = (_/',, /2, j3) a multi-integer, let Q¡ be the cube Qj= {a €R3:-h/2<ai-jih<h/2,i= 1,2,3}.
Then the collection {Qy. j G A} partitions R3, and each particle trajectory begins at the center of one cube. At later time r, the particles beginning in Qj have evolved to a cell Bj = *ÏQj).
Since the flow $' is a diffeomorphism, these cells have diameter uniformly of order h, and {By j E A} again partitions R3. (We are ultimately interested only in a neighborhood of supp a, but it is convenient for the arguments that follow to extend the partition to all space.) The mapping 0' is volume-preserving, since the flow is incompressible, and thus each 2?. has volume h3. 
101='
We can apply Lemma 3.1(a), estimating the integrals of (3.2) uniformly over Bj or B¡, and then use Lemma 3.2 to conclude that 115111, with 5, = S2 = {\z\<R}, is bounded by the right-hand side of (3.5). The roles of / and j are reversed in the second application of (3.5) to (3.2).
The following V estimate is closely related to Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.3. There is a universal constant C so that f \Ks{z)\dz<CR.
Because we measure the error in the vorticity in //"' norms, we need a version of Lemma 3.1 for operators from //"'to H°, and from //A"' to //A°. This is the purpose of the next lemma. We will also use a form of this lemma for operators from //A"' to H0(S{), i.e., from discrete to continuous spaces. A statement similar to the above holds with obvious modifications. Finally we will use two estimates for Ks as a convolution kernel. They are based on the observation that the kernel K of the Biot-Savart Law ( 1.2) is closely related to the Green's function for the Laplacian. Denoting convolution by *, we can express 4. The Main Stability Lemma. We are now ready to verify the stability of the discrete approximation to the velocity, as expressed in (2.9) and (2.10). Thus we estimate first the difference between "f = 2K,ii, -*>,A3> «? = 2K,iz, -z^h3 j j in terms of e, = z, -zjt Wj -co, -co; under the assumption that (4.1) l^lo,»<A3-We do not indicate the dependence on the time / since it is fixed. Also we will assume implicitly throughout this argument that ; and j are restricted to values so that ih and jh are within the fixed set Ah0 for which z and ¿> are computed.
In applying Lemma 3.2 we will need a crude uniform bound for ey. It follows from (4.1) and Lemma 3.5(a) that | e,\< h3/1. Assuming h < 1, we have h < 8 in all the cases of Section 2 and thus for each i,j. In order to have more flexibility in estimating t>¡n), we regard ü¡'" and e.to as step functions on S = U {By \jh |< Ä0} and (4.5) as an integral operator on such functions, with B] as in Section 3. Let u(ll)(z) = t>|H) for z G B¡, and/(z') = ejUj for z' G /?,.. Also let %{z, z') = DKs{z, -Zj + y¡J) zEB,,z'E By Then (4.5) is equivalent to Thus an estimate for (4.7) will apply directly to (4.5).
It is natural to rewrite % as %{z, z') = %x{z, z') + %2{z, z'), %x{z, z') = DKs{z -z'), %2{z, z') = DKs{z, -Zj + y,.) -DKs{z -z').
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The 9C,-term in (4.7) is just iDKs * /)(z), and we have from Lemma 3.6 | %xf\0 < C|/|0, or, since w, is uniformly bounded, | 9C,/|0 < C| e-\0¡h. Using the Mean Value Theorem again, we can estimate \%2{z,z')\<MW8, zEB"z'EBj, with M as in (3.6). As remarked earlier, it follows from Lemmas 3.1(a) and 3.2 that \%2f\o<C8-8-x\f\0<C'\ej\0,".
We We will think of this as an operator from Hyx to H° and estimate using Lemma 3.4(b). Since we have to difference in./', we refrain from estimating %2jj directly. It will be convenient to change the variable of integration; we set z' = $'(<*') and, with / fixed, Fia') = Ksiz¡ -$'(<*')). Then
where Q0 is the cube centered at the origin. We write the integrand as the integral of its derivative:
Fia,) -F{a, + a') = -f VF(a, + sa') ds ■ a'. This completes the proof of (2.9).
The estimate (2.10) is established by a similar argument. There are fewer terms, since there is no error in the point z at which the velocity approximation is evaluated. With üh(z) = lKs{z -z-^ùjh3, uh{z) = ^Ks{z -Zj)wjh3, j J we write as before üh-uh = {Ks -Ks)u + Ksw + {Ks -Ks)w = t)(1) + t;<2) + i?<3).
The term
is treated like the earlier term u(ll). We write it in the form (4.7), with/as before and %{z, z') = DKs{z -z') + %2{z, z'),
where v^ depends on z, | v,-1< 8. The first part of t> (1) is again Ks * f, and the second part is estimated just as before. For t><2), we begin with the expression (4.8), where %{z, z') = Ks{z -z') + %2{z, z'),
The first term in u(2) is the same as earlier; the second has the form v^{z)^^%2j{z)Wjh3 j with %2J{z) = h-3fB[Ks{z -Zj) -Ks{z -z')} dz'.
We estimate this term by applying a variant of Lemma 3.4(b):
|t;<22)|o^(ll3Í27ll + II^^IOKI-,.,,
Here the operator norm is as in (3.4) , except that the second sum is replaced by integration in z. The kernel %2j can be estimated in the same way as %2jj in the previous case. The term ü<3) takes the form 0<3>(z) = 2%j(z)ejWj, %j{z) = fvKs{z -Zj -sej) ds. j °W e estimate as for u{32> earlier, except that the same modification of Lemma 3.4 as above is used.
Proofs of the Lemmas.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Parts (a) and (b) can be regarded as different cases of a general statement in which the measure spaces are arbitrary; e.g., see [9, Section O.C]. We include here the proof of (a) for completeness: f\f%{z,z')f{z')dz'\2dz < /{/19C(*. Z') | dz' ■ j 13C(*. z') | |/(z') |2 dz') dz <\\%\\ff\%{z,z')\\f{z')\2dz'dz = \\%\\flf\%{z,z')\dz\\f{z')\2dz' <\\%\\2f\f{z')\2dz'.
To prove Lemma 3.2, we need the following pointwise estimates for DßKs: Lemma 5.1. We have Using these two facts, we have
On the set (| z' |> 26} we have | z' -z \>\ z' | -8 > 8. Since i/< is rapidly decreasing, we have | Dßxpix) |*£ C|x|"2, |x|> 1, and therefore, using (5.4), | D^s(z -z') |< C5-3-I^S21 z -z' |"2 < CÔ-'-l^d z' | -5)"2.
We now estimate I2 using this and the relation A"(z') ~| z' |"2:
This completes (5.1).
Assuming now that | z \> 8, we prove (5.2) by estimating (5.3) in two parts. Let </>0(r) be a smooth function so that #0(r) = 0 for r =£ 1/4, <b0ir) = 1 for r > 1/2, and 0 *£ <bQ < 1. With z fixed, let </>(z') = <>0(| *' |/| * |). We now denote by /, and I2 the integrals with K replaced by <pK and (1 -<$>)K. In the first term, the singularity at z' = 0 has been removed, and we can write (5.5) /, = ±JDß[*(z')K(z')] ■ *4(z -z') dz'.
Sä
Now \Dß$\<C\z\~ß, and | DWiz') |< C| z' \~2'^ ; on the support of ci, \z I z 1/4, and therefore | Dß{$K\z') |< C| z |~2~^. Since 4>8 is bounded in Ü independent of 5, we can conclude from (5.5) that | /, |< C | z |"2_l^ . It remains to show that the same holds for I2. It will be enough to establish the estimate (5.6)
<C|Z
On this set \z -z'\>\z\/2> 8/2. Again, since \p is rapidly decreasing, we may assume \Dßipix)\^ CN\ x \~N, \x\> {", and thus, as in the previous part, I Dpi¡>t(z -zO |< C8~3-W8N I z |-". Choosing N = 3 + \ß\to eliminate 5, we now estimate the integral of (5.6) by
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Given the uniform estimate of Lemma 5.1, the proof is virtually the same as that of Lemma 5 in [10] . The diameter of 73 is of order A, and, since in all cases we have A < 8, we can assume |z' -zy|< Cx8, z' E Bj, for some C,; we might as well assume Cx> C0. In view of (5.8), the region of integration is contained in {z':(l + 2C,)6< | z' -z |*£ /?,} for some /?, depending on R. Setting r =\z' -z\ , we can now estimate this part of (3.5) by C(R' {r-2Cx8)-2-Wr2dr=cfR'~2C>Sr-2-M(r + 2C]8)2dr.
But r + 2C,5 < (1 + 2C,)r for r>8, and the integral is < f x'2CxSr-^dr, which leads to the cases of (3.5). . Writing G as the integral of Dz G, we have D% = h~*f p+hDzG{p, z2,z3) dp dz.
Qj -i
Next we estimate, taking absolute values and increasing the p-interval to -A/2 «s p < 3A/2. The z,-integral gives a factor of A; we combine dp with dz2dz3 to obtain \Dhg:\<Ch-3[ \DG\dz.
JQJuQl+l
Using the smoothness of the flow, we can express this as |Z)Ag,|<CA-3i \Dg\dz.
JBJUBJ + l
By an estimate like (5.13), this implies | DhgJ \0 h < C | Dg |0, and (5.12) is now verified. Proof of Lemma 3.7. We have (/>%) * /= Dß(K**s) *f= (DßK) * itj)
so that, using (3. 
